The procapsid binding domain of phi29 packaging RNA has a modular architecture and requires 2'-hydroxyl groups in packaging RNA interaction.
The phi29 packaging RNA (pRNA) is an essential component in the phi29 bacteriophage DNA packaging motor, the strongest biomolecular motor known today. Utilizing Mg2+-dependent intermolecular base pairing interactions between two 4-nucleotide loops within the pRNA procapsid binding domain, multiple copies of pRNA form a ring-shaped complex that is indispensable for packaging motor function. To understand pRNA structural organization and pRNA/pRNA interaction, studies were carried out on pRNA closed dimers, the simplest functional pRNA complex believed to be the building blocks for assembling the oligomeric ring. Tertiary folding and interactions in various pRNA mutants were evaluated based on measured closed dimer affinity that is directly linked to the proper positioning of the interacting loops. The data revealed that the procapsid binding domain contains two autonomous modules that are capable of interacting noncovalently to form a fully active species in pRNA/pRNA interaction. Deleting the 2'-hydroxyl groups in one of the interacting loops weakens the dimer affinity by 125-fold, suggesting potential tertiary interactions involving these 2'-hydroxyl groups. The results provide evidence that nonbase functional groups are involved in pRNA folding and interaction and lead to a simple model that describes the pRNA monomer configuration in terms of three arms spanning a hinge. The functional constructs developed here will aid biophysical and biochemical investigations of pRNA structure and function, as well as developments of pRNA-based technology for nanoscience and gene therapy.